Clinton Medical Records Reveal Cocaine Use

Clinton Suffers from Disease of Coke Addicts

What may be the Republican's last golden opportunity to derail Clinton may have presented itself. So far, the GOP is silent.

Clinton has refused to release his full medical records. Only two brief and evasive "summaries" have been shown to the press. There are growing demands, even from the normally friendly daily press, that Clinton come forth with his medical records like Bob Dole.

A top congressional staffer has revealed to this publication that Clinton has been treated for an illness called a "perforated septum." This is a medical condition caused by the heavy and prolonged use of cocaine.

This condition occurs when the cartilage separating the two passages of the nose is eaten away from the frequent inhalation of cocaine. The divider, or septum, is literally burned away by the drub. Such a condition can only be treated through delicate surgery.

Longtime Clinton mistress Sally Perdue has publicly stated that she saw Clinton prepare a "line" of cocaine in her living room. She said that Clinton was no amateur, "he had all of the equipment laid out, like a real pro." Despite having his closest aids sworn to secrecy, this damning information on Clinton has finally leaked out.

Sam Donaldson Quotes Clinton Press Secretary Mike McCurry

On the David Brinkley TV show aired Sunday, September 15, Sam Donaldson stated that rumors were flying in Washington over the hidden item in Clinton's medical records. Donaldson repeated the evasive but unwittingly revealing reply given by White House Press Secretary Mike McCurry in justifying this secrecy on Clinton's records. He claimed that Clinton had not revealed his complete medical records because it would be "embarrassing." Sensing his poor choice of words (for Clinton), McCurry hurriedly changed that word to "confidential."

Compounding McCurry's blunder, Clinton immediately released a statement claiming to have taken both an AIDS and venereal disease test. Conspicuously absent from the long list of diseases not afflicting Clinton was DRUG ADDICTION AND RELATED ILLNESSES. We now know that the problem is one caused only by cocaine!

Clinton's Arkansas Was an Atmosphere of Cocaine Use

First Brother Roger Clinton and Arkansas political kingpin Dan Lasater both served time in prison for trafficking in cocaine. A banker and key Clinton backer, Lasater was pardoned by Gov. Clinton after serving a fraction of his sentence. Roger Clinton was arrested in the rotunda of the Arkansas State Capitol during Clinton's first term as governor. Many independent sources confirm that Governor Bill himself had "a nose like a vacuum cleaner" when it came to cocaine.

It is known (and reported in this paper) that Clinton's Arkansas was awash in cocaine brought in from Central America in the 1980's. Much of this was flown in by a pilot named Barry Seal. After federal authorities nabbed him for drug trafficking, he became a DEA informant. He also worked for the CIA in
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flying weapons from the Mena, Arkansas airport to the Contras in Nicaragua. Despite his work with the feds, he returned to cocaine importation. Seal's luck ran out and he was assassinated by Columbian hit men at the Baton Rouge federal halfway house while serving his sentence.

The daily press has just recently picked up on this. Black leaders and congressmen have demanded an investigation of CIA links to cocaine and its cheap derivative, crack, that suddenly flooded Black neighborhoods beginning in the early 1980's. Many believe that this is ultimately what happened to the vast quantities of dope brought through Mena, Arkansas. Bill Clinton was fully aware of this secret operation, telling state trooper bodyguard L.D. Brown, “That's Lasater's deal.”

In 1945, Franklin D. Roosevelt died in office, after election to a fourth term in 1944. Had his medical records been known, this dying man could never have been elected. Prior to this, it was known that Woodrow Wilson was physically and mentally incapacitated in the last months of his term. For these reasons, it has been the policy that all serious candidates for public office release their medical records.

Every one of them has - EXCEPT CLINTON!

During the 1992 presidential race, Clinton likewise refused to divulge his medical records. Bob Dole, age 73, has revealed his and is in good health. Dole has asked that Clinton do the same - but he has refused! We now know the reason why.

Former Clinton advisor Dick Morris told him that his red nose was a distraction. Clinton said he was trying to correct this. Clinton has refused to reveal the X-rays of his throat - perhaps because this would likewise reveal the ravages of cocaine! Could this explain his normally hoarse voice?

If the Republicans are serious about bringing the House of Clinton down, they should make this the Number One issue TODAY! They should directly ask him if this new information ion his "perforated septum" is caused by his well-documented use of cocaine. Our Washington source tells us this is the answer to the mystery.

It is the duty of every American who wishes to see a decent, respectable, law abiding, person in the White House to spread the word to your friends and neighbors. Clinton is a COCAINE USER who has suffered physical damage as a result of his reckless conduct. Inquiring millions want to know! THIS DANGEROUS AND MEGALOMANIACAL CHARACTER MUST BE VOTED OUT OF OFFICE!